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The immune system act as a defence system to potentially harmful microbes causing infectious diseases, they are made up of molecules

and cells found in the systems of animals. It protects the animal from infectious diseases, which covers from the outer layer of the skin

to precursor cells in the bone marrows, these cells can recognize and respond to an invader such as potential harmful microbes, they are
Natural or Adaptive. Let discuss further on the defence system; which is going to simplify the importance of vaccination.
There are ways animals can be made immune to infection.

Passive immunization: The best way to explain, knowing well milk provides a constant supply of immunoglobulin that helps protect

neonate against infections, this is derived from an animal and such immunity is not long-lasting.

Active immunization: Using vaccines containing live or dead micro-organisms to develop immunity against the disease caused by the

microbes and such immunity is long lasting.

Vaccines are been produced to improve the system against infections when vaccine are been administered the immune system will

develop the potential ability to respond and recognize invaders which are harmful to the health of the animal.

When an animal is not been vaccinated against a disease, when been infected with the disease the body systems will respond well to

the infection, but those not guarantee the total recover from such illness, because the innate immunity might be too weak or not strong
enough to defend the system causing the infectious disease taking over of the systems.

Been vaccinated means the body system will upgrade its immune system against such disease, making it easier for the innate immunity

to response fast, well and wipeout such infection.

You not missing vaccination schedule with your veterinarian are the most efficient and cost-effective method of controlling diseases

in animals. Knowing vaccines to be administered and when to be administered, and also not missing out of schedules is very important,
kindly visit shollavet.blogspot.com for more information.
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